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“Swap Dealer”
Exemption Provides
Temporary Relief
By Stephen Barlas
Corporations who use certain derivatives got at least a
temporary—and maybe permanent—exemption from
Dodd-Frank rules requiring big users of swaps to register
with the new swaps data repository launched by the
Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC). The
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and
U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) jointly
published a final rule defining “swap dealer,” among other related terms, and the exemption from reporting was
much more generous than expected. Large companies in
the automobile, energy, and agriculture industries that
use derivatives, as well as groups such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and National Association of Manufacturers, were worried the CFTC would stick with the
$100 million exemption proposed in 2010. Companies
that didn’t meet the exemption, including many of the
large companies in those industries, would be forced to
comply with statutory requirements related to registration, margin, capital, and business conduct, among other
things. The final rule says that companies who trade less
than $8 billion in swaps a year will be eligible for a de
minimis exemption from registering as swap dealers,
probably for three years or so, while the agencies decide
whether to lower that threshold based on reporting to
the new repository. The Edison Electric Institute (EEI),
another concerned trade group, called the $8 billion
exemption “practical and fair.”
The CFTC, which took the lead on this issue, had
considered raising the initial $100 million threshold to
$3 billion before settling on the higher $8 billion figure.

The agencies said they would probably lower the threshold to $3 billion after three years based on what they
learn about the swaps market. Part of the reason the
CFTC upped the de minimis exemption to a temporary
$8 billion in the final rule was that, according to the
CFTC, “...28 entities with notional transactions in excess
of $8 billion in 2011 account for more than 99% of the
total notional transactions of all identified entities that
year.”
While many companies and industry trade groups
welcomed the $8 billion threshold, it isn’t clear exactly
how many companies will stay below it because affiliated
rulemakings are still in process. “Until the CFTC publishes a final rule on the definition of a ‘swap’—expected
later this summer—it is hard to know how many companies will be grappling with the complexities of the ‘swap
dealer’ definition, or trying to measure the aggregate
amount of ‘swap dealing activity’ to determine whether
dealing swaps fit under the $8 billion temporary de minimis threshold, and later the $3 billion threshold,”
explains Russ Wasson, director of tax, finance, and
accounting policy for the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA).

Corporate Pension
Funding Provision
at Issue
You wouldn’t think that a bill intended to keep the highway trust fund afloat could have an impact on the funding of corporate pension plans, but that’s the case with
the bill a House-Senate conference committee has been
working on for a month. The House and Senate passed
differing versions of the transportation bill (S. 1813/H.R.
4348). There are all sorts of seemingly (and actually)
unrelated provisions in the bill, including one that
addresses the interest rate that the federal government
uses to project whether a corporate pension plan is
underfunded. An underfunded plan, of course, must set
aside higher reserves. Annual funding obligations for
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pension plans are based on a conservative measure of
corporate bond interest rates, linked to interest rates set
by the Federal Reserve Board. Those interest rates are
historically low, which forces companies to make very
high estimates of pension liabilities. According to groups
such as the American Benefits Council (ABC), this has
resulted in immediate, excessive, and unnecessary
required pension contributions.
A provision in the Senate bill allows the Labor
Department to disregard interest rates for any period to
the extent that the rate for that period is not within 10%
of the 25-year average interest rate. The Senate-passed
version of the bill included this “25/10” structure, but
only for the 2012 plan year (with a partial phase-out
thereafter). “Pension policy can be exceedingly complicated, but enactment of this funding stabilization provision makes perfect sense. It smooths out a company’s
funding obligation so it is less sensitive to abnormally
high or low interest rates that distort a plans financial
condition either too positively or too negatively,” ABC
President James A. Klein says.

IMA NEWS

Sharing Your IMA Life
Most IMA® members share a strong spirit of camaraderie. What have your experiences as a member of
IMA been like? Do you have a story about them
you’d like to share? If so, please consider writing an
IMA Life column that will be published in Strategic
Finance. You can be a student member, a young
professional, in the midst of your career, or retired.
If you would like to write an IMA Life article, please
e-mail Kathy Williams at kwilliams@imanet.org.

We welcome all opinions on articles and departments
published in Strategic Finance.
E-mail correspondence to Kathy Williams at
kwilliams@imanet.org.
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Ownership Transitions
Cost $5.6 Billion
for Accounting and
HR Services
A recently published survey from BizBuySell.com reports
that the annual costs for accounting, payroll, and human
resources exceed $5.6 billion for companies in the
process of being sold. The survey also found that almost
84% of buyers and 35% of sellers of small businesses
increased spending, switched vendors, or added products
or services within accounting or HR as part of the transition, creating significant opportunities for the vendors
of those services.
Curtis Kroeker, general manager of BizBuySell.com,
explains, “These numbers show how important the substantial investments business owners make during an
ownership transition are to the economy. Prior to selling,
owners usually invest in their business to support a higher asking price while post-sale, owners spend to drive
business performance and to get the business running
the way they want.”
The survey also discovered that business buyers spend
more than startups in the first year of operations—
buyers typically spend $95,878 during the first year of
ownership while newly launched businesses spend
$76,704. “There’s no doubt that newly launched businesses provide an excellent opportunity for service
providers,” Kroeker said. “However, this survey reveals a
new opportunity that has largely flown under the
radar—that owners selling and, especially, those buying
established small businesses are a huge target market.
That’s definitely something all accounting and human
resource providers should keep in mind when pursuing
new sales.”
BizBuySell.com is a business for sale marketplace with
approximately 45,000 businesses for sale and more than
825,000 monthly visits registered at its website.
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Making a Habit of Project Success
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Improving Project Performance, Jerry

influence and control of external factors

Wellman identifies eight habits of project
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